Scout Aquatics Newsletter– December 27
Scout web site: www.swimsct.org
CURRENT EVENTS:
We can get into the pool a bit early this week. JS and LTS will be from 5-6pm, JSP is 6-7:45p and SS is 5:30-8pm.
Mornings are at their normal time. There is no practice this Friday and Saturday to celebrate the New Year. The
updated December and January calendars can be found HERE
I know everyone is careful and has been respectful of the mask mandate at the high school. Thank you! I just want
to remind everyone that if anyone in your family household is not feeling well, swimmers should not come to
practice.
We have not heard anything yet about the personalized swim caps. As soon as we get them, we will send a note out.
Just a reminder to please be on time for practice. Also, please dress for the cooler weather.
Swim Meets:
 January 14-16, Patriot Pride Prelim/Final meet at Stevenson High School. This event is open to swimmers
that qualify. The entry is now closed.
 January 21-23, MMSC Winter Invite at the Rec Plex in Pleasant Prairie, WI. This event is truly open to all
swimmers on the team. No qualifying times. This is now closed.
 February 4-6, Schroeder A+ meet in Brown Deer, Wisconsin. This event is for swimmers that qualify by
time. We will only be bringing 13 and over swimmers to this event.
 February 5-6, HPAC Go for the Cut meet at Highland Park High School. This is open to all swimmers on
the team. The entry is now open until January 3rd.
 February 18-20, North Shore Conference at Evanston High School. This is the last regular meet of the
season and a last chance to make qualifying times for the upcoming Championship meets.
BIRTHDAYS: We have 1 birthday this week. Happy Birthday to:
Eden Vishnubhakat (14)!
Contact us:
Head Coach, Carolyn Grevers (c) 224-436-3195
Question for Head Age Group Coach (LTS, JS, JSP), Flo Burke
Club President: Jennifer Adams

Email: cgrevers@lfschools.net
Email: bfkbkmg@yahoo.com
Email: jennadams033@gmail.com

Still looking to try out for the team? We can do it almost any day….please schedule with Coach Carolyn at
cgrevers@lfschools.net
Equipment and apparel: All swimmers will be required to have their own equipment. Our account with the Swim
Team Store lists all the equipment you need for the group you are in. You can also buy any other apparel and
equipment you may need from the site.




Direct link: https://theswimteamstore.net/scout-aquatics.html
User name: scout
Password: aquatics

Does Hard Work Always Pay Off? It Depends On the View
By Josie Wise, Swimming World Intern
Growing up, most athletes hear the words “hard work pays off” often. However, sometimes when you work hard and you’re not reaching the
goals you want, this statement can feel untrue. There’s no straightforward answer to whether or not hard work always pays off. There can be
situations where it benefits you somehow, but not in the ways you want. Everyone probably feels a little bit differently about the effects of

working hard. When working toward a goal in the pool, there are going to be many ups and downs. It’s easy to let the downs really get to you,
and not give yourself credit for the victories. When asking the question of whether or not all your hard work is ever going to pay off, there’s a lot
to take into consideration.
Mindset
Those who fear they are working hard and not seeing the results they’re capable of are actually on the right track of thinking – in a way. These
people are demonstrating the trait of growth mindsets. In the article “Mindsets: Developing Talent through a Growth Mindset,” psychologist
Carol S. Dweck writes that growth mindsets appear in those that “think of talents and abilities as things they can develop —as potentials that
come to fruition through effort, practice, and instruction.” By being concerned that hard work isn’t paying off, you are showing that you believe
working hard can get you where you want. The alternative, a fixed mindset, would not be helpful in this case. Athletes who start thinking “maybe
I’m not getting better because I’m not talented enough,” or, “I won’t improve anymore, because I’ve reached the fixed amount of speed I was
given at birth,” start cascading into fixed mindsets. As Dweck explains, these athletes spend time trying to just appear talented and don’t ever
quite reach the level they could otherwise.
I’m not suggesting that athletes should be too hard on themselves and berate themselves for not performing better. However, when you start
asking yourself whether or not it’s even possible for you to get faster, the answer should always be “Yes, I can and will improve.” A fixed
mindset, when that answer becomes “No, I’ve reached my peak times,” will not benefit a swimmer in any way. Reminding yourself to maintain a
growth mindset and always believe that there is room to improve can be a big change and benefit to athletes.
Everyone is Different
In the midst of feeling like you aren’t seeing improvement, minds can naturally turn to comparison. Say you have a consistent training partner.
You’re both breaststrokers and the same age. You do nearly every practice together from warmup to cool down. As you go through a season,
however, you start to notice that your training partner is dropping a lot of time. All of sudden, they get the time cut that you were both aiming for,
but you don’t. This is when it becomes super easy for your brain to start telling you that you’re doing something wrong and that you should be
just as fast as them.
This way of thinking and comparing yourself to someone else is not going to help. People move at different paces. Just because your friend got
the cut this year, that doesn’t have any relation to your chances of getting it. Just put your head down (but not too far down, because that could
mess up your stroke) and keep working.
You Aren’t Going to PR Every Race
Success is hardly ever linear. This could mean that you have one meet where you add time, but the next weekend you drop time. It could also just
mean that you have an off practice where you don’t make cycles that you’ve made in the past. However, in the more extreme cases, swimmers
can often experience the deplorable “plateau.” This term is used when a swimmer goes an extended period of time, whether it be an entire season
or longer, and they’re either right on their best times, or they add time to their PRs. This could be in one event, or multiple.
Plateaus are not a fun time for swimmers. Speaking from personal experience, I know just how hard it can be to go meet after meet and not be
able to shave off a few seconds. The frustration and disappointment can be overwhelming. Of course, swimming is fun for many reasons, and
dropping time isn’t the most important thing in the sport. However, it is extremely nice to be able to perform well every once in a while. When
experiencing a plateau, there’s no way to know when you will finally break into that positive slope once more. All you can really do is examine
what you’re doing and make changes where you can.
Talk to coaches, and see what they think you could alter in your training. Consider meeting with a sports psychologist to discuss your mentality
about swimming. Remember that you are not the first swimmer to go through this, and you’ll certainly not be the last; see if you know anyone
that would be willing to talk to you about how they broke out of a plateau. The most important thing to keep in mind, at least in my opinion, is
that times do not represent you as a person; what you do and how you react will define you as a swimmer more than the clock ever could.
So Does Hard Work Always Pay Off??
Hard work may not always pay off in the exact ways you want it to. However, I would say that it does always give you the knowledge that you
did everything you could. You’ll never have to wonder what you could have done if only you had tried a little harder. You’ll have that
satisfaction and confidence in yourself: you’ll know you can give something 100%. Often, how you achieve something is more important than
what you achieve. Showing yourself that you have what it takes to dedicate yourself to a goal is a payoff that will follow you everywhere.
All commentaries are the opinion of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of Swimming World Magazine nor its staff.

